
Spotlight on South Korea: How 
Competition for Top Executives is
Affecting Tech-Based Companies

Since our founding over 10 years ago, NGS Global’s 
strategy has been to open offices in locations where 
we can serve our clients with a best-in-class delivery 
model for executive search. Our spotlight feature 
introduces clients and candidates to NGS Global’s 
partners and office locations worldwide. Our office 
in South Korea is headed by Cindy Yang, an industry 
leader with over 15 years experience in executive 
search. 
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WHAT ARE THE BRIGHTEST SPOTS IN THE SOUTH 
KOREAN ECONOMY TODAY? 

For a very long time, South Korea was a country that thrived on 
exports and a strong manufacturing and industrial hub. Many 
companies made products related to consumer electronics and 
computers and petrochemicals. However, in the last few years, 
the movement in the economy has been oriented towards firms 
that use or supply IT technology. 

Geographically, South Korea is a small country. But that size, 
or lack thereof, lends itself to a high level of connectivity 
between businesses and individuals. This means that just about 
everyone everywhere is connected, which has helped give rise to 
technology companies here. Some are start-ups, some are multi-
national corporations (MNC).

However, South Korea still exports a large amount of consumer 
goods and business material. This diversity contributes to our 
economic growth and strength.

WHICH EXECUTIVE POSITIONS ARE IN HIGH DEMAND? 

The gaming, digital and computer industries are strong and 
growing. As digital technologies become more intertwined in 
both work and personal life, companies that operate in South 
Korea are finding they must have high-performing teams led by 
individuals with exceptional technical knowledge and skills. High-
level executive positions revolving around technology were not 
the norm a few decades ago. Now, those sorts of positions and 
candidates are becoming much more prominent in South Korea. 
This is a trend that is also growing in Hong Kong, Malaysia, and 
Singapore, not just South Korea. 

However, because of the increase in connectivity on a global level, 
companies are looking for candidates that have local and global 

experience and who are multilingual and multicultural. This is a 
tricky balance to achieve, and it can be difficult because they are 
in high demand and can command top dollar. 

WHAT HUMAN CAPITAL CHALLENGES DO YOUR 
MULTINATIONAL CLIENTS FACE WHEN RECRUITING 
EXECUTIVES IN SOUTH KOREA?

The competition to recruit top performers is fierce. Many 
Japanese companies that are looking for executives to fill 
positions in high tech companies are pursuing candidates from 
South Korea, which is becoming a premier hub for tech in Asia. 
Candidates for technology roles are often young, and their 
way of looking at the world and work is different than that of 
older generations. They are more concerned with work-life 
balance, freedom to work when and where they choose, and the 
opportunity to apply creativity to their jobs. These are concepts 
that some corporate leaders have a hard time accepting.
 
In addition, many organizations would like to have native South 
Koreans fill positions in South Korea, but those candidates must 
also be multilingual and multicultural. They must have the ability 
to speak and understand other languages perfectly. They must 
display strong market knowledge, but have a flexible attitude. 
Companies do not want average talent; they only want the best of 
the best. 

Organizations may ultimately resort to hiring expats if they cannot 
find a South Korean candidate to fit the bill. That decision also 
comes with a host of complications. Those candidates must speak 
and understand the Korean language perfectly. They must also 
understand how the South Korean workplace is versus China, or 
Europe, or the United States. 

South Korea is one of the United States’ biggest trading 
partners, a thriving democracy and an increasingly important 
hub for technology and related development. We sat down with 
Cindy Yang, Managing Partner of NGS Global’s Seoul office to 
get a better understanding of the market in South Korea and 
how competition for top-level executives is affecting the new 
wave of technology driven companies there. 
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To that end, many 
foreign corporations 
are surprised to 
hear the salaries 
that candidates in 
South Korea, and 
even China, are 
commanding. But 
competition to nab 
outperformers is 
fierce, and the only 
way to get the stars is 

by offering them highly competitive salaries. This is not exclusive to 
South Korean companies. In our practice, when we identify a top 
candidate for a position, we sometimes find that we are competing 
with other companies in Malaysia, Singapore, Japan or China. 

WHY IS SEOUL SUCH AN ATTRACTIVE ASIA-PACIFIC 
HEADQUARTERS LOCATION FOR MANY MULTINATIONAL 
COMPANIES (MNCS)?

In the past decade or so, the economy in Seoul has grown at an 
astonishing rate. We are one of the top trading partners of the 
United States and in spite of the global economic slowdown, our 
economy is still strong. Our country is also one of the only market 
economies in Asia and our government is democratically elected. 

Culturally, South Koreans tend to promote the accomplishments 
of teams over individual achievements. That ability and drive 
to work as part of a high-performing group are something that 
multinational companies require and find attractive about South 
Koreans. In some Asian cultures, the approach when it comes to 
work is to focus on the individual. It is exactly the opposite here, 
and organizations know that native South Koreans will typically put 
the good of the entire organization before their individual gains. 

Another important factor is that South Koreans are highly educated 
people. Over 90 percent of students graduate from high school and 
of those, nearly 80 percent go on to attend college. South Korea 
spends an enormous amount of money ensuring that our citizens 
are educated and can compete on the global stage. So emerging 
industries that rely heavily on technology, for example, can count 
on a workforce that is extremely educated, knowledgeable and 
dedicated.  

Finally, the current business climate coupled with salaries 
and other perks companies are willing to pay South Korean 
candidates to work in South Korea is prompting many expats 
to explore moving back to their native country. This is, in 
turn, allowing us to present companies with candidates for 
executive positions that have great multicultural backgrounds, 
speak the language, and know the culture inside-out. 

TELL US ABOUT THE NGS GLOBAL TEAM IN SEOUL AND 
ITS CAPABILITIES.

Our team in Seoul is very culturally and demographically diverse, 
as well as multilingual. We have team members who, in addition 
to Korean, speak Mandarin, English and German, which enables 
us to serve the needs of multinational corporations and local 
organizations. 

In addition to very senior search consultants whose careers 
span decades, we also have Millennial team members who are 
knowledgeable about emerging technology businesses and relate 
very well to their leaders. The diversity of our team allows us to 
work effectively in both traditional business sectors and new, tech-
based industries 

Our team in Seoul has experience supporting local and global 
clients from a broad range of sectors and has particularly strong 
expertise in the consumer, advanced technology, and life sciences 
industries. Although a significant amount of our practice focuses on 
recruiting country heads and other C-suite executives, we also have 
expertise in strategic planning, as well as sub-specialties within 
sales, marketing, finance and human resources.

WHAT DO CANDIDATES FIND ATTRACTIVE ABOUT 
SOUTH KOREA?

South Korea is a very safe country. In fact, it is important to note 
that statistically, South Korea has some of the lowest crime rates 
in the world. That fact alone makes the country appealing to 
candidates and companies that may be considering a move here.

Candidates are also attracted to our strong emphasis on education. 
Foreign nationals with school-age children are pleased to find that 
South Korea strongly supports the education of all children and 
encourages them to study even when not at school in order to 
be competitive in global workplaces. Given the high standards of 
the education system, even children of foreign nationals can look 
forward to getting an education that is one of the best in the world. 

In South Korea, the workplace is very collegial. People are 
encouraged to have strong relationships with their coworkers 
and supervisors. This promotes a feeling among executives and 
subordinates alike that everyone is important and valued. Foreign 
companies that fail to embrace this very important cultural 
dimension will run the risk of losing their top performers to 
competitors. 
 
But I think the most attractive thing about South Korea right now 
is our very solid economy and continued growth. The fact that 
South Korea is also one of Asia’s strongest democratically elected 
governments also has had a positive impact on business. Rather 

In our practice, when we 

identify a top candidate for a 

position, we sometimes find 

that we are competing with 

other companies in Malaysia, 

Singapore, Japan or China.”
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than stubbornly holding onto old economic models that revolved 
around industrial manufacturing, our country has recognized 
that we must evolve and make room for emerging businesses in 
technology and the digital world. 

FIINAL THOUGHTS

While the manufacturing sector is still strong in South Korea, 
technology is quickly outpacing traditional business as the new 
driver of economic stability in the country. These new sectors are 
also seeing a rise in executives that have different priorities than 

their predecessors. Organizations must demonstrate that they are 
flexible enough to adapt to societal shifts in the workplace and 
committed to South Korea for the long-term. Those companies will 
stand the best chance of recruiting the top leaders.

ABOUT NGS GLOBAL

With offices across the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia, 
NGS Global provides the extensive resources of major 
global executive search firms along with high-touch service, 
accelerated completion cycles and superior candidate 
access made possible by a mid-sized platform without 
external shareholders. Through our commitment to industry 
expertise, cultural knowledge and partner-led search 
execution, we deliver exceptional value to our clients.

CINDY YANG
Managing Partner
NGS Global

CONTACT:
Phone: +82.2.533.2953 
Email: cindy.yang@ngs-global.com

Cindy Yang is Managing Partner, Korea at NGS Global—Asia, based 
in Seoul. She has 14 years of experience conducting senior-level 
executive search assignments, with special emphasis on the 
consumer, technology and life science industries.

Ms. Yang’s client base includes multinational companies 
undertaking business in Korea, as well as Korean companies 
expanding their global operations. She focuses on recruiting 
country heads and other C-Level executives across all functional 
areas, including strategic planning, sales and marketing, finance, 
and human resources.

Ms. Yang utilizes her bicultural and multilingual abilities and 
consumer marketing experience to assist her clients in identifying 
and evaluating key executives. Her commitment to quality and 
service has led to repeat business.

Prior to joining NGS Global, Ms. Yang led Korea Executives 
Search—a boutique executive search firm—as a founder and 
principal. Earlier in her career, she worked at consumer marketing 
companies in the U.S. and Asia.

Born in Seoul, Korea, Ms. Yang graduated from the Freie University 
in Berlin, Germany with a B.A. degree in German Literature. She is 
fluent in German, English and Korean, and is competitive in Kendo, 
the modern Japanese martial arts.
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